PROLOGUE

“In January 2001, DuPont restructured its apparel, home textiles and related businesses into a fully integrated strategic business unit. The new organization is designed for flexibility and speed and places heavy emphasis on focused marketing.

DuPont Apparel and Textile Sciences encompasses the breadth and depth of DuPont products, technology and science for the apparel and textile industries. By virtue of its consolidation, the business unit gains unprecedented global scope and a level of combined knowledge and experience that are unparalleled in the marketplace."

Based on the organisation of DuPont company, I premise the new textile department and its Research and Development Department as the enterprise of this fashion incubator. The main purpose of the fashion incubator is to provide an omni-bearing environment with instant technology and high quality materials for parasitical developing companies and individual studios or designers. The tenants would stay for a certain schedule until the development and marketing of new products being done.
/ ORGANIZATION /

The incubator can be regarded as an organization of three main departments: knowledge centre, planning team, and promoting/marketing team. The Dupont enterprise would provide the resource for knowledge centre, including the tech data, materials and mentor staff, so that the main core in the incubator—the design teams can focus on developing ideas, and after that, promoting and marketing the new products.

/ SITE /

Next to the entrance of Zhong-shan metro station on Nanjing E. Road, the site interfaces with two kinds of different context. On the one part, it is located on the one of the most popular shopping districts, surrounded by three fashion department stores, and deeply influenced by the fashion stream. On the other part, it is also faced a green belt extended to several blocks, providing a convenient outdoor walkway for local residents.
/ CONCEPT /

For responding the complex context of this site, a concept of a city runway is figured out to represent this interlaced situation. By overlapping different kinds of programs into one space, a prototype space of "street" is formed to translate the interaction of runway shows, public passing, official business, shop shopping, fashion gallery visiting and design working.
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